Quadrifoglio Privacy Policy
Information pursuant of Regulation UE 2016/679 (GDPR) articles 13 and 14.
Dear Customer (the person concerned),
for the purposes provided for by regulation Ue n. 2019/679 on the protection of individuals with regard to the
processing of personal data, please be advised that in relations to relationship with our company,the data you provide
and collected will be treated within the limits and in accordance with local regulations in the manner of privacy, data
processing will be based on principles of correctness, lawfulness, transparency and protecting the confidentiality of your
rights.
In particular, data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious affiliations, philosophical or other
interdepencies, membership in political parties, as well as genetic data, biometric data intended to identify a natural
person in an univocal manner and disclosing health, sex life or sex leanings data, can be processed only with the express
written consent.
In accordance with articles 13 and 14 of Regulation UE 2016/79, we inform you that:
a) the data you provide will be used to carry out the obligations arising from the contractual obligations, accounting and
tax and the relationship undertaken with our company;
b) the data processing will concern personal data as, for instance, registry data, phone numbers and or of contact, from
bankers and or tax.
c) the data controller is Quadrifoglio S.p.a, represented by the legal representative Micheli Dario, based in Arezzo, Via
G. Ferraris n. 236, phone: +39 0575984122, e-mail: info@quadrifogliospa.it, pec: info@pec.quadrifogliospa.it;
d) the data processing is carried out with manual modes and or by means of electronic devices and or computer and it is
a procedure or a set of actions such as the collection, recording, organization, storage, preservation, adaptation or
modification, extraction, consultation, use, transmittion, broadcasting or other ways of communication, comparison or
interconnection, blocking, cancellation and destruction of data.
The data processing is done by the holding owner, or designated and officers expressly authorized by the owner;
e) the data will be stored in our paper files and or computer with restrict access and they will be stored for the time
needed to perform tasks covered by this agreement and however for the storage time provided by law in relation to the
type and nature of the data;
f) the provision of data is optional, but the eventual refusal to supply and negotiate such data may lead to failure or
partial execution of the contract and or the relationship with our company;
g) the data may be disclosed to third parties for the fulfillment of contractual obligations, accounting, tax and labor to
carry out other legal requirements;
h) the person concerned is the owner of the rights referred-to in articles from 12 to 22 of regulation EU. N.2016/679. In
particular, the data subject shall have the right to access his personal information, to verify its accuracy, ask for their
integration, updating, rectification, cancellation and limitation of data processing. The person concerned also has the
right of the portability of data, or rather to withdraw consent previously provided and to oppose in any case the spread
of personal data.
These rights may be exercised against the holder of data processing through written communication sent by pec to the
address info@pec.quadrifogliospa.it or by registered letter to the address Quadrifoglio Spa, via Ferraris 236, 52100
Arezzo
i)
the data supplied by you, with your specific consent may be processed by the company for commercial
purposes and or marketing, such as sending of promotional offers, newsletters, promotional sales
dedicated to customers, advertising and sale of its products or services of the company, using processing
data system, computer, e-mail, text, text smartphoneand or with traditional ways like, ordinary mail,
telephone call and to allow the company to market research, investigation on the quality of services and
customer satisfaction. Consent for the processing of data for such purposes is optional, but the refusal will
result in failure to send communications referred to paragraph i).

